
carvelo for events

carvelo is a service offered by Technology partners With support of



Give your event a special touch with the electric car-
go bikes by Riese & Müller!

The Carvelos guarantee environmentally friendly and efficient transport. 
They are ideal for festivals, neighbourhood festivals, promotions or bike 
fairs, they facilitate logistics, are suitable for car-free areas and serve 
as advertising space.

Hire our Carvelos at attractive conditions and customise them with your 
own branding if you wish. 

Our Carvelos offer numerous advantages:

Eco-friendliness: No emissions, low-noise operation and CO2-neutral 
deliveries.

Flexibility: Easy to manoeuvre and can be used in high-traffic areas.

Transport capacity: Generous loading area (max. 100 kg) for transpor-
ting goods, advertising materials or equipment.

Brand presence: Customisable advertising spaces offer the opportunity 
to present your own brand and attract the attention of participants.

The Carvelo was an absolute asset to our event! Not only did 
it significantly simplify the logistics, it also made a positive 
contribution to sustainability. The flexibility and versatility 
of the Carvelo impressed us and made it an indispensable 

element of our event.
Siri, Zermatt Unplugged, Zermatt

“ 

„
carvelo - the sharing platform for electric cargo bikes of the TCS Mobility Academy

Tel 058 827 34 14, info@carvelo.ch, www.carvelo.ch



Interested?
Don‘t hesitate to contact us!

Please provide us with as many details as possible about your planned 
event, including date, number of Cargobikes required, venue, desired 
branding and preferred communication methods. We will get in touch 
with you as soon as possible!

Personalized branding

Branding 
(both sides)

Our offer
Our team will take care of all organisational matters and provide you 
with comprehensive advice. We will also help you choose the ideal loca-
tion and organise the delivery and collection of the Carvelos directly to 
the venue of your choice (at a surcharge).

Prices
We grant event organisers a discount of at least 50% on the standard 
prices of the carvelo platform: For each booking, only a basic fee of CHF 
2.50 and an hourly fee of CHF 1.75 is due. Additional discounts can 
be negotiated.

Price for one Carvelo per week (incl. insurance): CHF 191.70

Price for one Carvelo per month (incl. insurance):  CHF 400.-

Price for the branding (carrier boards) of a Carvelo: CHF 120.-
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